
Some structure might be needed to 
start with if people are not used to 
this informal way of learning. 

PLANNING
GET BUY-IN AND 
GET PEOPLE READY  

KICK-OFF AND 
CREATE ENTHUSIASM 

CREATE OWNERSHIP 
WITHIN THE GROUP

EVALUATE 
EFFECTIVENESS
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TOP 
TIPS 

for starting 
up  

a community of 

practice (CoP)

At this point it is useful to 
gather some baseline measures 
from key people involved (eg 
vision, aims, expectations, KPIs).

Try to understand 
why you are 
setting up a CoP 
and what you are 
trying to achieve.

Why?

?
Start to plan the 
logistics – Where? When? 
How long and how often? 
Who is the CoP for? 
What topics/groups? 

Where?
When?
Who?

Research

Logistics

Ensure regular conversations about what is working well, what is not and 
new ideas to try.

Roll with it to adapt to the needs and wants of the group to create 
enthusiasm, but keep in mind the overall purpose.

Empower members to 
take responsibility for
their own learning. 

Remove support 
gradually and identify 
leaders from within.

Develop leaders’ 
skills to decide topics, 
logistics and drive 
the conversations.  

Strike a balance for topics 
between people’s passion and 
purpose.

Think about how to engage 
people away from the 
CoP – using buddies, regular 
touchpoints, online space. 

Remove Develop

Build and keep momentum 

Empower

Passion Purpose

Try to use less formal evaluation methods – try to look at alternatives 
to surveys and questionnaires.

Instead, measure the quality of 
conversations and real impact of 
the CoP on coaching practice. 

Observe and compare observations 
to original aims and expectations. 

Quality Observe

=  Impact

Explanation to staff and members 
about CoP, social learning and why 
it is valuable/how it is different to 
traditional CPD.

Capture the 
expectations of 
members and a 
consensus between 
staff and members, 
including getting 
assumptions or 
concerns out in 
the open.

• Agree your way of working   
 – roles and responsibilities for  
 everyone involved. 
•  Upskill staff to allow them to  
 lead CoP meet-ups and 
 facilitate conversations. 

• Agree a way of taking part – a CoP    
 relies on everyone being open to     
 sharing and discussing ideas! 
• Upskill members to be ready to take    
 part in CoP conversations and be able to  
 learn and apply them to their coaching   
 practice.

Explain

a) Thoughts
b) Issues

Consensus

Upskilling staff Upskilling members 

Lets go 
with that 

Review, reflect, adapt and try things
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